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TKBB is the union of participation banks (Islamic banks) in Turkey, and based on TKBB’s Statute Published in 2006, under the title **Objectives, Authorities and Tasks of Association/Article 4** states “To collect and publicize non-confidential statistical data on Participation Banks” is one of the tasks of the Union. In this regard; TKBB announces the auditor reports of the member Banks in every 3-months period of time including full text on pdf format and balance sheet, income table, cash flow, profit distributing table, off-balance sheet items and shareholders’ equity change items on excel sheets. Announcing non consolidated and consolidated auditor reports of Member banks is mandatory as per the financial communique on announcements to public.
Under DATA SET the PBs upload the Auditor’s Report details and footnotes which describe the financial datas, i.e. Maturity, customer structure, currency details,...

PBs upload the data set in every 3-months directly and in any case of failure in data, the authorized officers of PBs can always upload the revised copies of excel formatted data tables. Under the condition of access permission to the officers.
I.e., leasing data includes only in consolidated version (meaning of not subsidiary but the some sum up of PBs) not individually banks. In this table the sector based leasing utilized is shown. In the background there has been individually banks’ financials, but after their conformity th data set shows only the sum.

The financials represent the volume of leasing sector based, agreement value, rest of leasing And the share of the sectors in the leasing activities.
Comparatively PBs data can be accessed. Asset breakdowns are shown in this table.

Based on accounting standards TRY, FC and total of the breakdowns are shown total in TRY currency.
Tkbb followed the roadmap of this data set;

- Meetings and making the same meanings of the breakdowns has been essential.
- Representatives are determined for data upload.
- 3-monts period of time is compliant to accounting standards
- Financials which are subject to public announcements are prioritised.
- Any other demands of data can be prepared other than the set because it is ready to be developed. In this regard, excel format is selected to upload.
- It can be announced in English version, the breakdowns’ definitions have rarely been changed.
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